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Abstract 
Baulieu, F.B., Classification of normalized cluster methods in an order theoretic model, Discrete 
Applied Mathematics 32 (1991) l-29. 
An interesting class of cluster methods in the Janowitz model for cluster analysis is explored. Nor- 
malized cluster methods, those which produce splitting levels between 0 and 1 inclusive, are de- 
fined. A Galois connection is examined, and the eleven closed classes of normalized cluster 
methods produced are completely characterized in two ways, one easily applied, and one in terms 
of residuated maps with which the class of cluster methods is compatible. 
Background 
The work presented in this paper has its roots in a series of papers and a subse- 
quent book [7] by Jardine and Sibson. In these publications, a general model for 
cluster analysis is presented. 
Cluster analysis refers to the very broad problem of “classifying” a finite collec- 
tion of objects on which numerous observations/measurements have been made; 
that is, to partition the set of objects into disjoint “clusters” so that objects within 
the same “cluster” are somehow inherently “similar”, while objects from different 
“clusters” are more strongly “dissimilar”. 
Regarded as a two-stage process, this problem can be broken into two sub- 
problems: 
(1) development of a “similarity” or “dissimilarity coefficient”, a function 
which assigns to each pair of objects a nonnegative real number which is interpreted 
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to be a measure of how similar the two objects are, often presented as a triangular 
matrix indexed by the object set; and 
(2) application of a “cluster method” to the set of all similarity/dissimilarity 
values produced in step (l), a function which will produce a partition of the object 
set. 
Step (2) can be generalized to require that a cluster method produces a sequence 
of partitions, each being a refinement of the previous partition. Such a sequence is 
called a numerically stratified clustering (NSC). 
It is to this generalized step (2) that we turn our attention. In [4-61, Janowitz 
presented an order theoretic model for cluster analysis based on the Jardine-Sibson 
model. Janowitz demonstrated that cluster methods producing NSCs are equivalent 
to mappings between sets of “residuated mappings”, thus moving the problem to 
a fertile and structure-rich branch of lattice theory. A most compelling question 
then arose: if a cluster method has at its disposal the entire similarity matrix, and 
is required to produce a sequence of partitions, precisely how much of this informa- 
tion does it use when determining a given partition in the sequence? 
To illustrate, consider that many approaches to forming a sequence of partitions 
begin with one big cluster, and then divide it up into a few large clusters to form 
the second partition, and then divide some or all of these large clusters into smaller 
ones in order to form the third partition, etc., until every object appears as its own 
cluster in the final partition (the “discrete” partition). Such an approach is called 
divisive for obvious reasons. Note that at each stage, we would probably break up 
a cluster based on the most dissimilar pair in the cluster, forcing them to be in 
separate clusters in the next stage. Thus at each stage the method would disregard 
the lower dissimilarity values and make decisions based on the higher dissimilarity 
values only. Likewise, an “agglomerative” method might begin with the discrete 
partition, and then group one or more objects together to form the next partition 
by associating the most similar objects into a cluster at the next level (“Single 
Linkage ” is such a method). This kind of approach bases decisions at any given 
stage only on lower dissimilarity values. 
The question of how much information from the dissimilarity matrix a given 
cluster method uses when forming a partition at a given level of the NSC sequence 
was approached by Janowitz, and pursued in [2] by the author. The result is a rather 
interesting algebraic classification. 
The interested reader is referred to [7,4,2] for further literature on the motivation 
behind the abstract model discussed herein. 
1. Introduction 
In a series of papers [4-61, Janowitz has presented an order theoretic model for 
cluster analysis having its roots in Jardine and Sibson’s work in numerical taxonomy 
171. 
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In the Janowitz model, cluster methods are equivalent to mappings from one col- 
lection of residuated mappings to another, and two types of cluster methods were 
characterized in terms of a property called compatibility. In [2], we displayed a 
Galois connection behind these characterizations, found all Galois-closed objects 
and characterized each such object. 
We now define normalized cluster methods in the Janowitz model, extend the 
Galois connection in [2] in the natural way, and find and classify all Galois-closed 
objects. 
It happens that there are eleven closed sets of Lower Monotone Equivariant Nor- 
malized cluster methods and eleven corresponding closed sets of residuated map- 
pings. It is clear that there will be a fair number of definitions to be made, and, as 
the first theorem involves eleven distinct three-statement equivalences, a fair 
number of small proofs. We therefore refer the reader to [3] for general information 
about residuated mappings, and to [2] in particular for information regarding the 
material on the order theoretic classification of cluster methods. 
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains preliminary material; Sec- 
tion 3 introduces the concept of normalized cluster methods in the Janowitz model, 
and defines our Galois connection; in Section 4 we make our definitions of the clos- 
ed objects and the conditions which serve to characterize them. We continue in Sec- 
tion 4 with several helpful but not particularly enlightening lemmas and finally 
present Theorem 1 which states the characterizations of the Galois-closed objects. 
In Section 5 we show the characterized sets to be closed, and in Section 6 we discuss 
the results. 
The reader with particular interest in the interpretation of and/or the application 
of the results in this paper may benefit from reading the discussion in Section 6 
before the order theory in Sections 2-5. 
2. Definitions and preliminary material 
Throughout this paper we use the following notation: iR+ denotes the set of non- 
negative real numbers with the usual ordering; Aut(R+) is the set of all order 
automorphisms of R+; M and N denote arbitrary finite posets with 1. 
Definition 2.1 (G. Birkhoff). Let A and B be posets. Let a :A + B and /?: B-A 
be antitone (order reversing). If Orp(x)?x tlx~ B and /3a(x)~x VXEA, then (a,/3) 
is said to set up a Galois connection between A and B. And if c@(x) =x for some 
XE B (or Pa(x) =x for some XE A), we say x is Galois-closed (or just closed). 
Residuation theory 
The following material from residuation theory will be used frequently 
throughout this work; the interested reader is referred to [3, Chapter 21, for proofs 
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and further material, but the definitions and results below should suffice to make 
this paper reasonably self-contained. 
Definition 2.2. Let A and B be posets. A mappingf: A --t B is said to be residuated 
if the pre-image under f of each principal ideal of B is a principal ideal of A. 
f: A -+ B is said to be residual if the pre-image under f of each principal filter of B 
is a principal filter of A. The set of all residuated maps from A to B is denoted 
Res(A, B). The set of all residual maps from A to B is denoted Res+(A, B). When 
A = B these are shortened to Res(A) and Res+(A), respectively. 
Lemma 2.3. 
(i) f E Res(A, B) iff f is isotone and 3 isotone f’ : B + A with ff’ (x) 5 x ‘dx E B 
and f+f(x)zx VXEA. 
(ii) The f’ defined by (i) is unique for each f, and f’ E Res+(B, A). 
(iii) f’ E Res+(B, A) iff f’ is isotone and 3 isotone f: A --t B with ff’ (x) 5x 
VXEB andf’f(x)?x VXEA. 
(iv) The f defined by (iii) is unique for each f' , and f E Res(A, B). 
Note that this provides us with an alternative definition of Res(A, B) and that it 
involves conditions that are sometimes easier to verify than those in (2.2). 
Lemma 2.4. Let A and B be posets and f E Res(A, B). Then 
(0 ff’f =f, 
(ii) f+ff+=f+, 
(iii) for XEA and DEB, f(x)<y iff xSf’(y), 
(iv) if A has a zero then B has a zero and f (0) = 0. 
Lemma 2.5. Let A, B and C be posets, f E Res(A, B) and ge Res(B, C). Then 
gfeRes(A,C) and (gf)+=f+g’. 
Cluster analysis 
We provide here the definitions and results from [2,4-61 which have an immediate 
bearing on the work in this paper. The interested reader should consult [4] for the 
complete exposition of Janowitz’s abstraction of the Jardine-Sibson model. We are 
currently concerned only with the algebraic aspects of the order theoretic model. 
Definition 2.6. 
(i) A cluster method is a map F: Res(M, IR’) + Res(N, R’). The set of all such 
maps is denoted g. 
(ii) For each FE@ we define F: Res+(m+,M) + Res+(lR+,N) by FC’ = @C’)’ 
VCE Res(M, IR’). 
(iii) For CE Res(M, R’), the set of splitting levels of C, denoted Spl(C), is given 
by Spl(C) = Spl(C+) = im(C). 
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Definition 2.7. Let FE@ and d~Res(lR+). Then F is said to be compatible with 
0 if F(K) = ~9i%’ VCE Res(M, IR’). (Or, equivalently, if F(C+B’) =FC+ 0 8+ 
VCE Res(M, R’).) 
Several simple arguments arise repeatedly in the proof of the theorems in Sections 
4 and 5. We list them here to avoid redundancy later. Their proofs may be found 
in [2]. 
Lemma 2.8 [2, Lemma 3.41. Let CERes(M, m’) and XE IR+. Set h= 
max{h E Spl(C): h 5x}. Then C’(x) = C’(h). 
Lemma 2.9 [2, Lemma 3.51. Let C,DERes(M, k!‘), XEM, hESpl(C), and 
k E Spl(D) with C’(h) =D’(k). Then C(x)< h iff D(x) 5 k. 
Lemma 2.10 [2, Lemma 3.61. Let C,DE Res(M, k?‘) with C’(h)=D+(h) 
Vh E Spl(C) U Spl(D). Then C= D. 
3. Normalized cluster methods defined 
In many applications of cluster analysis, the researcher routinely normalizes 
his/her data before applying a cluster method to it. That is to say that the “input 
data” or “dissimilarity matrix entries” or “splitting levels of the input residuated 
maps”, depending on the model used, are all divided by the largest value among 
themselves. Thus the resulting input values, in whatever form, always range from 
0 to 1 inclusive. 
Definition 3.1. CE Res(A4, fR’) is said to be normalized if C(1,) = 1. 
Definition 3.2. We denote by NRes(M, R’) the subset of Res(M, m’) which con- 
sists of all of the normalized maps. That is, 
NRes(M,iR+)={C~Res(M,[R+):C(l,)=l}. 
We also define the set of corresponding residual maps: 
NRes’((m+,M)= {C’ ERes+(lR+,M): CENRes(M, [R+)}. 
Definition 3.3. F: NRes(M, k?‘) + Res(M, IR’) is called a normal cluster method 
(NCluster method). For each such F we define F: NRes+(lR+,M) --f Res’(lR+,M) 
by FC+ = (i%)+. 
Definition 3.4. 
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and we will abbreviate this to & if there is no chance of confusion. 
Definition 3.5. For a E m+ we set Res,(lR’) = { 0 E Res(lR’): e(a) =a}. 
Definition 3.6. FE& is said to be normally compatible with 8~ Res(lR+), written 
“F NCompat with 6” in case 
F(0C) = 8 0 PC VC E NRes(M, R’) 
or equivalently 
F(C+B+)=FC+ oB+ VCENRes(M,[R+). 
Lemma 3.7. Let CE NRes(M, iR+), t9e Res(lR+). Then 
BC’~NRes(A4,lR+) H BERes,(k+). 
Proof. Trivial. 0 
In light of this, we restrict our Galois connection to the sets P(&) and 
W(Res,(k+)). 
Definition 3.8. Let a : PP(&) --f P(Res,(m+)) be defined by 
a:K-+{B~Res,(lR+):FNCompat with BVFEK}. 
Let p: ZP(Resr(lR+)) + PP(&G$) be defined by 
p: J+ {FE.&: P NCompat with 0 Vt9E J}. 
Note 3.9. (a, /?) form a Galois connection between 9(&J and W(Res,(lR+)). It is 
the purpose of this paper to display all objects closed under this Galois connection. 
4. Characterization of the closed objects 
Definition 4.1. We now give a list of those subsets of Resi(lR+) of interest. This 
will later be shown to be an exhaustive list of closed subsets which contain TI. 
T1 = {BEResi(IR+): 8 is injective on [0, l]}, 
T,={f9ERes,(IR+): 31>a>O with e(x)=e(a)>O 
VXE]O, a] and 8 injective on [a, l]} U T,, 
T,={BERes,(IR+): 3a>O with e(a)=0 
and 0 injective on [a, l]}, 
T4= {BEResi(lR+): 3a< 1 with 0(x)= 1 VxE]a, l] 
and f3 injective on [0, a]}, 
T,={BEResr(IR+): e(x)<1 Vx~[o,l[ and e’(O)=O}, 
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T6= {BERes,(lR+): O(x)< 1 Vxe [0, I[}, 
T,={o~Res,(lR+): e’(O)=O}, 
T, = Rest(lR+), 
T9= T, U {8ERes,(lR+): e(x)= 1 Vxe]O, l]}, 
T,,= T,U T,, 
T,,=T5U T9, 
Note 4.2. These sets are ordered by set inclusion as shown in Fig. 1, where all set 
inclusions are proper. 
Under the stated Galois connection, the corresponding subsets of &, listed 
below, are related by set inclusion as shown in Fig. 2, where the set inclusions need 
not be proper. 
Definition 4.3. The closed subsets of & will be referenced as follows: 
. FeP(Tt) is called Lower Monotone Equivariant (LME), 
l ~'E/?(T~) is called Lower ODivisive (LODIV), 
l FEP(T~) is called Lower Divisive (LD), 
LME 
LF 
Fig. 2. 
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l FEP(T4) is called Lower Agglomerative (LA), 
l FEN is called Lower Extrema Sensitive (LES), 
l FEN is called Lower Supremum Flat (LSUP), 
l F~/3(7’,) is called Lower Infimum Flat or Lower Semiflat (LINF), 
l FeP(Ts) is called Lower Flat (LF), 
l FEN is called O-Lower Monotone Equivariant (0-LME), 
l FE p( T,,) is called O-Lower ODivisive (0-LODIV), 
l FEP(T,~) is called O-Lower Extrema Sensitive (0-LES). 
The characterization of the closed subsets of 9& is given in terms of the follow- 
ing conditions. An interpretation of these conditions in a practical light is given in 
Section 6. 
Definition 4.4. Given FE& we list ten conditions which F may or may not 
satisfy. 
(h) 
(BJ 
@d 
(W 
0%) 
(B6) 
[C,DENRes(M,IR+) with Spl(C)={O<..~<h,}, 
Spl(D)={O<...<k,}, and C’(hi)=Df(kj) for i=O,...,t] 
a [FC+(hi)=FD+(kj) for i=O,...,t]. 
Spl(FC) c Spl(C) VCE NRes(M, R’). 
[C,DENRes(M,m+) with Spl(C)={O<...<h,}, Spl(D)={O<...<k,}, 
C’(O)=D’(O), and c’(/~_~)=D’(k,_~) for i=O, . . ..j 
where j satisfies 0 <j I min{ s, t}] 
a [FC+(O) =FD’(O) and FC+(h,_]) =FD+(k,_j)]. 
[C,DENRes(M,IR’) with Spl(C)=(O<~~~<h,}, Spl(D)={O<***<k,}, 
and C’(/Z~~)=D’(~,_~) for i=O, . . ..j 
where j satisfies 0 < j5 min(s, t}] 
* [FC+(h,_,)=FD+(k,~j)]. 
[C,DENRes(M,IR+)withSpl(C)={O<~~~<h,}, Spl(D)={O<**.<k,), 
and C’(h,)=D+(kj) for i=O,..., j where j satisfies O<j< min{s, t}] 
* [FC+(h,)=FD+(kJ. 
[C,DENRes(M,IR+) with Spl(C)={O<...<h,}, 
Spl(D)=(O<...<k,}, c+(o)=D+(o), c+(h,_,)=D+(k,_,) 
and C’(h,)=D+(ki) for some Osi<t and some O<j<sl 
* [FC+(h;)=FD+(kJ. 
[C,DENRes(M, K?‘) with Spl(C)={O<=..<h,}, 
Spl(D)={O<.*.<k,}, c+(h,~,)=D+(k,_,), 
and C’(h;)=D+(k,) for some Oli<t and some O%j<s] 
* [FCf(h;) =FDf(k,)]. 
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[C,DENR~~(M, I?‘) with C’(0) =0’(O), 
and C+(h)=D+(k) for some h eSpl(C) and some kESpl(D)] 
=. [FC+(h)=FD+(k)]. 
0%) 
(W 
[C, DE NRes(M, R’) with C’(h) = D’(k) for some h E Spl(C) 
and some k E Spl(D)] 
a [FC+ (h) = FD+ (k)]. 
[C, D E NRes(M, k?‘) with C’(0) = D’(O)] 
j [FC+(O)=FD+(O)]. 
Lemma 4.5. Let FE& then 
(a) ifF satisfies (B,) then FC’(1) = 1, VCE NRes(M, IQ’), 
(b) if F satisfies (B,) and (Bk) for some k E {2,3, . . . , S} then F satisfies (Be). 
Proof. 
(a) Spl(FC) c Spl(C) G [0, l] forcing FC( lM) 5 1. Thus 1,s FCf o PC(l) I 
FC+(l)< 1, forcing FC+(l)= 1,. 
(b) Let C, D be as described in the hypothesis of (B,). If i= t, then the conclu- 
sion holds by (a), while if i< t we can apply any (Bk), k E {2,3,. . . , 81, to obtain the 
conclusion of (Be). 0 
Lemma 4.6. FE@~ LME 3 F satisfies (B,). 
Proof. Suppose that for some CE NRes(M, R’) 3 h E Spl(I%) c Spl(C). Since M is 
finite, we can find 6~Aut(lR+) such that s(h;) = hi Vh, E Spl(C) but for which 
6(h)#h. Then a~ r, so that F NCompat for 6. Since 6C= C we see that 
SopC= F(X) = PC. But h E Spl(PC), so we would have 6(h) = h contrary to the 
choice of 6! q 
Lemma 4.7. FE& LME w F NcOFnpUt VIE {B~Res(il?+): Bjt~,rj~Aut(]O, 11)). 
Proof. 
( a ) Clear. 
( t ) Let 1!9 E T, and let CE Res(M, I?‘). M is finite and 0 is injective on 
[0, I] 1 Spl(C), so it is possible to find Br EAut(lR+) such that B,(h) = B(h) 
Vh E Spl(C). Thus f3,/t0, ,j E Aut([O, 11) and 0r C = BC. Note that the proof of Lemma 
4.6 requires only that 
F NCompat VBE (0~ Res(lR+): BI,, r1 EAut([O, 11)). 
Hence the result holds here. Thus 
e,c=tx j e,Fc=tm 
so that F(K)=F(~,C)=I~,~C=@C, and F is NCompat with 8. 0 
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The characterization of the subsets of Res,(lR+) will also require a listing of con- 
ditions: 
Definition 4.8. We define seven conditions which may or may not be satisfied by 
each BE Res,(R’). 
(C,) B E T9 \ T, . 
CC,) # (im(0) n [0, 11) finite. 
(C,) e+(o)>o. 
(CA 19 injective on [e+(O), 11. 
(C,) e(x)< i VXE 10, ii. 
GJ 3~<b~[O,l] with tY(a)=e@) and 3xE[O,B(a)[ with e+(x)>O. 
(C,) a,b~]O, l[ with e(a)=B(b)< 1 = a=b. 
We designate by (Cl) the negation of condition (C,), i= 1, . . . ,7. Thus given 
6 E Res,(lR+), 0 will satisfy either (Ci) or (C,‘), i= 1, . . . ,7. 
Lemma 4.9. For eERes,([R+), 
(1) (C,) * (G), 
(2) (CA * cc,>, 
(3) G) =+. G), 
(4) CC,) * w 
(5) cc,> * Gx 
Proof. 
(1) Suppose f3 satisfies both (C,) and (C,). Let 
h=max{8(x): e(x)< 1 and XE [0, l]}. 
h<l, so B+(h)<1 (else h?BB+(h)r8(1)=1). Let h’~]0+(h),l[. Then, by (C,), 
B(V) < 1. This would force h’s 8+8(h’)lI B’(h) by our choice of h, contradicting 
our choice of h’! 
(2) Clear. 
(3) Clear. 
(4) Let 0 satisfy (C,). Let a<bE]O,e+(O)[. Then e(a)= 0(6)=0< 1 contrary to 
(CT). 
(5) Clear. 0 
Lemma 4.10. Let FE@& be LME and NCompat for some BE T8 satisfying (C;), 
(C,)and(Q. ThenFisNCompatforsome@ET,such that 3a<b<u<wE[O,l] 
with @Q’(b) = b and 0 < @(a) = G(b) < Q(u) = Q(w) < 1. 
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Proof. Let F and 8 be as hypothesized. Let a< b’~ [0, I] with 19(a) = B(W) and let 
XE [O,B(a)[ with 19’(x)>O. (This is possible by (C,).) Let b=d+d(b’). (C,) forces 
b # 1, so we can find u, w~]b, l[ with u < w. Choose V/E 7-r with W(B(a)) = 
ty(d(b)) =0’(x), ty(e(u)) E [a, b] and r,~(B(w)) E [a, b]. Set $J = 8y8. 
Then O<a<b<v<w<l and 
~+~(b)=e+~+e+eWe(b) 
=e+W+e++e+(X)=e+w+e+(x) 
=e+ly+tye(b’)=e+f3(b’)=b. 
NOW &l+(x)>0 else e+(x)=8+80+(x)=t9+(0)=0 contrary to the choice of x. 
Thus 
0 < ee+ (x) = @(a) = Q(b) 
~x<e(a)=#(~)=@(w)=e(b)<l, 
and I#I is as required. 0 
Lemma 4.11. Zf f3E T, \ T, satisfies (C;), (C,) and (C,‘) then 0E T2. 
Proof. Suppose 8 is as described. Since BE T, \ T,, and satisfies (C;) and (C,), 
~U,WE ]O,l[ with U<W and B(u)=B(w). By (C;), e(u)=e(w)>O. Let 
~~]o,e+e(w)]. Then e(z)E [o,e(0)] with t!I+(iY(z))>O whence B(z)=B(u)= 
0(0+0(w)) by (C,‘), and 0+0(w)< 1 by (C,). Furthermore, 0 is injective on 
[e+e(w),l] else 3a’<b’E[e+e(w),l] with e(a’)=e(b’)>ee+B(w)=B(w) contrary 
to (C,$ using x= e(w). Thus 6 satisfies all conditions for membership in T2, using 
a=e+e(w). 0 
Note that it is easy to construct a 8 as described in Lemma 4.11 showing that the 
argument is not vacuous. 
Lemma 4.12. If Oe T, \ TI satisfies (Ci), (C;) and (C,) then tie T,. 
Proof. Let 0 be as described. Let a = inf{xE [0, 11: e(x) = 11. Then a E IO, 1[ by (Ci) 
and ((2;). Then B(x)= 1 VXE ]a, 11. Furthermore, 
x<y~[O,a[ j e(x)5e(y)<i j e(x)fe(y) by (c,). 
Hence 0 E T4. 0 
Definition 4.13. For 8e Resr([R+) and CE NRes(M, IR’) with Spl(C) = {0= ho< 
..- <h, = l} we define: 
&,.={h,ESp](C)\ (1): Wrj)<Wj+,))U{lI. 
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AB,c is simply the set of splitting levels of C which are not combined by 0 with 
larger splitting levels. 
Lemma 4.14. Let 4 E Resi(iR+) and CE NRes(A4, iR+) with Spl(C) = (0 = h,< ... < 
h,= 11. Then 
(1) S~l(eC)={e(hj): hjeAo,c}, 
(2) C’e’B(hj)=C+(hj) Vhj~A,,, 
(3) if FE& satisfies (B,) and FCf(hj)=F(C+B+)(B(hj)) Vhj~A,,, then 
FC+ 0 e+ = F(C+e+). 
Proof. (1) Spl(BC)={B(hj): hjESpl(C)} 2 {B(hj): hj~AB,c}. TO show the reverse 
inclusion, let h E Spl(C) and let 
hj=max{hiESpl(C): e(h,)=B(h)}, 
possible since M is finite. Then hj E A, c and B(h) = e(hj) E {e(h,): h;eA,,,} com- 
pleting the proof. 
(2) If hj= 1, then l,+,- - C+(hj) 5 C+B+B(hj)< 1, forcing equality. If hj< 1, then 
e(h,)< f?(hj+l). Now suppose C’e+B(h,) > C’(hj). This would imply that 
hj+,E ]hj,8+0(hj)] whence 0(hj+,)<&“0(hj)=8(hj) contrary to e(hj)<O(hj+,). 
Thus we must have had C’e’O(hj) = C+(hj). 
(3) BY (1) and @A 
and 
Spi(FC+ 0 0’) L Spl(C+ 00+)={8(hj): hj~A,,,} 
Spl(F(C+B+)) c Spl(C+B+) = { e(hj): hj E Ae,c}, 
From (2) and (B,) we have 
FC+(B+B(hj))=FC+(hj) VhjeA,, 
so that by hypothesis, 
FC+(8+0(hj))=F(C+8+)(8(hj)) VhjEA,.. 
Whence FC+ 0 8+ = F(C+B+) by Lemma 2.10. 0 
Lemma 4.15. Let C,D E NRes(A4, m’). Let Spl(C) = (0 = h,< ... <h, = l} and 
spl(D)={o=k,<~~~ <k,= I>. Let fi~9& be LME and let 0e T, be any map for 
which F is NCompat. Suppose &, b. E T, with B&C= tGDD and suppose p E [0, l] 
with 86c(hj)<p<lGc(hi+l) and f?S,(kj)sp<86,(k,+,) for some i<t and j<s. 
Then FC+(h;) = FD+(k,). 
Proof. &(h,)<p<8&(hi+,) a hi<6sB+(p)<hj+,, so that by (B,) which holds 
by Lemma 4.6, we have FC+(GgB+(p)) = FC+(h;) and similarly 
FD+(dLB’(p)) =FD’(kj). Hence 
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FC+(h;)=FC+(6&e+(p))=F(C+&e+)(p) 
=F(D+s,e+)(p)=FD+(s,e+(p))=FD+(kj). 0 
We are now ready for the first of two theorems. 
Theorem 1. For FE &, 
(1) TFSAE: 
(a) F LME, 
(b) F satisfies (B,) and (B,). 
(2) TFSAE: 
(a) F LODIV, 
(b) F satisfies (B2) and (B,), 
(c) F LME and NCompat for some 13 E T, \ T, satisfying (C;), (C,) and CC,‘). 
(3) TFSAE: 
(a) F LD, 
(b) Fsatisfies (B,) and (B,), 
(c) F LME and NCompat for some 0 E T, \ q satisfying (C,) and (C,). 
(4) TFSAE: 
(a) F LA, 
(b) F satisfies (B4) and (B,), 
(c) F LME and NCompad for some 8~ T,\ T, satisfying (C;), (C;) and 
(C,). 
(5) TFSAE: 
(a) F LES, 
(b) F satisfies (B,) and (B,), 
(c) F LME and NCompat for some BE Ts \ Tl satisfying (C;), (C,) and 
(C,). 
(6) TFSAE: 
(a) F LSUP, 
(b) Fsatisfies (Be) and (B,), 
(c) F LME and NCompat for some BE T, \ T, satisfying (C,), (Ci) and 
(C,). 
(7) TFSAE: 
(a) F LINF, 
(b) F satisfies (B7) and (B,), 
(c) F LME and NCompat for some BE T, \ T, satisfying either (C ;), (C,) 
and (C;), or (G), (C;), (C;) and (C;). 
(8) TFSAE: 
(a) F LF, 
(b) F satisfies (B8) and (B,), 
(c) F LME and NCompat for some BE T, \ T, satisfying either (C,) and 
KG), or G>, G>, (Ci> and CC;). 
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(9) TFSAE: 
(a) F 0-LME, 
(b) F satisfies (B,) and (B,) and (B,), 
(c) F LME and NCompat for some 8 E Ts \ T, . 
(10) TFSAE: 
(a) F 0-LODZV, 
(b) F satisfies (B2) and (B,) and (B,), 
(c) F 0-LME and LODIV. 
(11) TFSAE: 
(a) F 0-LES, 
(b) F satisfies (B,) and (B,) and (B,), 
(c) F 0-LME and LES. 
Proof. We prove the theorem in four phases. 
Phase I: (a) 3 (b) and (b) 3 (a) in case (1). 
Phase II: (a) 3 (c) in all cases (2)-(11). 
Phase III: (c) 3 (b) in all cases (2)-(11). 
Phase IV: (b) j (a) in all cases (2)-( 11). 
This saves repetitious text, since in each phase the cases are proved in a similar 
fashion. 
Phase I. (1) (a) a (b). Let C and D be as described in the hypothesis of (B,). 
Let 19 E T, f3 Aut(iR+) with O(hj) = k,, i = 0, . . . , t. Then Spl(eC) = Spl(D) and 
C+8+(kj) = C’(hi) = D’(k;) Vki~ Spl(D). Thus C+B+ = D’ by [2, Lemma 3.61, SO 
F(C+B+) = FD+ and so 
FC+(hi)=FC+(B+(ki))=F(CfBC)(k,)=FD’((ki), i=O,...,t, 
satisfying (Be). Note that (B,) holds by Lemma 4.6. 
(1) (b) a (a). Let CENRes(M, E’) and 0~ Tl. Then A,,= Spl(C) so that 
C’ti’e(h) = C’(h) Vh E Spl(C) by Lemma 4.14. But Spl(C’B+)= {B(h): 
h eSpl(C)} and we may apply (Bo) to C+t9+ and C’ to obtain 
F(C+e+)(Q(h)) = FC+(h) Vh E A,, whence F(C+B+) = FC+ 0 8+ by Lemma 4.14. 
Phase II. (2) (a) a (c) follows from Lemma 4.11. 
(4) (a) j (c) follows from Lemma 4.12. That (a) 3 (c) in all other cases is im- 
mediate from definitions. 
Phase III. To prove (c) j (b) in each of the cases (2)-(8) we assume 0 is as describ- 
ed in the theorem hypothesis for that case, and we assume C and D and associated 
variables are as described in the appropriate condition (Bk). We construct two 
maps ac, do E T,, with which F is NCompat, and show that t&Y&= i3GDD. We then 
invoke Lemma 4.16 to show that the condition (Bk) is satisfied. 
The proof that t9ScC= 6GDD is neither enlightening nor interesting. It is 
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presented for the first case only, and the other cases, which are very similar, are 
omitted. 
(2) (c) a (b). Let 0 satisfy (C;), (C,), (Ci). Let C, D andj be as described in the 
hypothesis of (B2). Since BE T2 by Lemma 4.11, let a be as described in the defini- 
tion of T,. Choose ac, do E TI with 
aC(hf-j)5a, Gc(hl~i)>a for i=O, . . ..j-1. 
d&-j) 5 a, 6D(ks_j)=6c(h[_i) for i=O,...,j-1. 
We now show that @cc= t@,D. We have: 
1 
0, if C(x) = 0, 
e&c(x) = B(a), if O<C(X)lh,_j, 
@c(h,-;), if C(x)=h,_;, i=O,...,j-1; 
( 
8, if D(x) = 0, 
BGDD(x) = e(a), if O<D(x)z~k,~~, 
@db;), if D(x)=k,_;, i=O ,..., j-1. 
But applying Lemmas 2.9 and 2.10 yields: 
and 
and 
C(x)=0 e D(x)=0 
C(x)rh,_j H D(x)sk,_, 
Thus 8&C= 8dDD as claimed. 
N D(x) = k,_;. 
Notice that 86,(h,~j)le(a)<86=(h,_j+,) and BSo(ks_j)IB(a)<BS,(k,_j+,) 
whence FC’(h,_j) =FD+(k,_j) by Lemma 4.16. 
Similarly 86,(0)~0< 1!?6~(h,) and 86,(0)sO<M,(k,) whence FC+(O) = FD’(0). 
Satisfying the conclusion of (B,). 
(3) (c) a (b). Let 6’ satisfy (C,) and (C,). Let C, D and j be as described in the 
hypothesis of (Bs). Choose dc,aD~ T, with 
&(h,Gj)~@+(O), ~,(/z_~)>B+(O) for i=O,...,j-1, 
a,(ks-j) 5 e’(O), 6,(ks_i)=6c(h,_j) for i=O,...,j-1. 
Then (using an argument similar to the one in part (2) (c) 3 (b)) lM,C=dd,D. 
Notice that 86c(h,_j)10<86~((h,_j+l) and 86D(k,~,)rO<86o(k,~j+,) whence by 
Lemma 4.16, FC’(h,_j) = FD’(k,_j) satisfying (Bs). 
(4) (c) a (b). Let C, D and j be as described in the hypothesis of (B4). Let 0 
satisfy (C;), (C;) and (C,). Let a= inf{xE [0, 11: Q(x) = l} and note that by (C;) 
and (C;) we have a E IO, l[. Choose 6,, do E T, with 
&(h,) <a, d&h,)>a for i=j+l,...,t, 
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6,(ki)=6c(hi) for i=O, . . ..j. 
6,(k;)>a for i=j+l,...,s. 
Then tV,C = r3dDD. 
Notice that Mo(hj) 5 eSc(hi) < @sc(hj+ 1) and QS,(kj) 5 @o(hj) < 86,(kj+ r) 
whence by Lemma 4.16, FCt(hj)=FD+(kj) satisfying (B4). 
(5) (c) 3 (b). Let 8 satisfy (C;), (Cs) and (C,). Let C, D, i andj be as described 
in the hypothesis of (Bs). We apply Lemma 4.10 and let 0, a, b, u and w be as 
described there, so F NCompat with Cp. Choose dc, BD E T, with 
&(A) E to, bl ‘dh E %1(C) n 10, hiI, 
&(h) E Lo, ~1 ‘dh E SpKC) n Ihi, 11, 
~&)~[a,@ vk~S~l(D)n IQkjl, 
6,(k) E [u, W] Vk E Spl(D) 0 ]kj, 1 [. 
Then q&C= @dDD. 
Notice that @d,(hi) I G(b) < @6c(hi+ 1) and $6,(kj) I @(b) < ~6D(kj+ 1) whence by 
Lemma 4.16, FC’(h;) = FD+(kj) satisfying (B,). 
(6) (c) * (b). Let 8 satisfy (Cr), (Ci) and (C,). Let C, D, i andj be as described 
in the hypothesis of (B6). Notice that 3a, b with O< e’(O)<a< b< 1 with 
d(a) = 8(b) < 1. Choose &, ~5~ E T, with 
&(hi)s e’(O), &(h) E [a, bl Vh E SPKC) n Ihi, 1 L 
6,(kj) 5 e+ (Oh DDE [~,b] VkESpl(D)tl ]kj, l[. 
Then 86,C = f3dDD. 
Notice that M,(hi) I 0 < da&hi+ 1) and OS&kj) I 0 < eS&kj+ 1) whence by Lem- 
ma 4.16, FC+(hi) = FD+(kj) satisfying (Bs). 
(7) (c) * (b). Let C, D, h and k be as described in the hypothesis of (B,). Note 
that if h = 1 or k= 1 then (B7) is satisfied by Lemma 4.5, so we now assume 
h, kc 1. Let 8 be as described. That 8 satisfies (C;) follows from hypothesis, that 
it satisfies (Cl) follows from hypothesis or Lemma 4.9, and f3 satisfies (C;) by 
hypothesis or because (C;) guarantees an XE IO, l[ with e(x) E IO, 1[ and by (C,) 
3a<b~]O,x[withB(a)=8(b).Thusweknow 3a,bE]O,l[with0(a)=8(b)E]O,l[ 
and a < b, and 3 z E 10, 1[ with e(z) = 1. Choose &, do E T, with 
d,(hi) E [a, bl VhiE W(C) n IO, hl, 
6,(hi) E [z, 11 VhiE W(C) n lh, 11, 
d,(ki) E t4 bl Vki E SPl(D) n IQ kl, 
d,(ki) E [z, 11 Vki E Spl(D) n lk, 11. 
Then t&C = MDD. 
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Notice that B&(h) I B(b) < B&(K) and MD(k) I 8(b) < 86&k’) where h’= 
tnin(Spl(C) n ]h, 11) and k’= min(Spl(D) r7 ]k, l]) whence FC+(h) = FD’(k) by 
Lemma 4.16, satisfying (B,). 
(8) (c) a (b). Let C, D, h and k be as described in the hypothesis of (Bs). Let 0 
be as described. Then, by Lemma 4.9, B satisfies (C,) and (C;). Note that, if h = 1 
or k = 1, then (Bs) is satisfied by Lemma 4.5, so we now assume h, k< 1. Let 
be lo+(O), l[ with e(6)= 1. Choose &,aDe T, with 
~+)50+(0), 6&hi)>b Vh*ESpl(C)fl ]h, 11, 
a,(k) 5 e+(O), 6&k;)>b VkiESpl(D)fl ]k,l]. 
Then B&C = OdDD. 
Notice that 8&(h) I 0 < 8&-(K) and M,(k) 5 0 < M&k’) where h’= 
min(Spl(C) n ]h, 11) and k’ = min(Spl(D) n ]k, 11) whence by Lemma 4.16, we have 
FC+(h) = FD+(k), satisfying (Bs). 
(9) (c) j (b). Let C, D be as described in the hypothesis of (B,). Let BE T9 \ T,. 
Then BC= BD. Noting that 8+(O) =0, we have 
FCf(0)=FC+(8+(0))=F(C+8+)(0)=F(D+t9+)(0) 
=FD+(d+(O))=FD+(O) 
satisfying (B,). (B,) and (B,) hold by part (1) of this theorem. 
(10) (c) ti (b) follows from parts (9) (a) a (c) a (b) and (2) (a) = (c) = (b) of this 
theorem. 
(11) (c) j (b) follows from (9) (a) * (b) a (c) and (5) (a) = (b) 3 (c) of this 
theorem. 
Phase IV. In each of the cases (2)-(11) we assume Fsatisfies the conditions of (b). 
It follows from Lemma 4.5 that F satisfies (B,), whence, using this theorem (1) 
(a) ti (b), F is NCompat V0 E T, . In each case we therefore assume that 8 E T, \ T, 
for the appropriate i (see Definition 4.3). We then find A,, and Spl(C+B+) and 
show C+s+e(h)=C+(h) VheA,,, and invoke the appropriate (B;) to show 
F(C+e+)(e(h))=FC+(h) VhEAac. It then follows that F(C+B+) =FC+ 0 0+ by 
Lemma 4.14, and 1’ is NCompat VBE 7;: as desired. 
(2) (b) 3 (a). Assume 0 E T2 \ TI and let a E 10, 1[ be as described in the definition 
of T2, and let h,_, = max(Spl(C) fl [0, a]), noting that j> 0. Then 
i.e., 
Ao,C={hi~Spl(C): hi=0 or hjrh,_j}, 
Ae,c={h,_iESpl(C): i=O,...,j or i=t}. 
By Lemma 4.14 we have Spl(Ct8+)={8(h,_i): h,_iEAe,,} and C+BfB(h,_i)= 
C’(h,-;) Vh,_iEA,,. We apply (B2) to C+ and C+ t9+ for each i = 1, . . . , j to find 
that 
F(C’O+)(B(h,_i))=FC+(ht_i) for i=l,...,j 
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and 
E+(O) =F(C+0+)(0) =F(C+B+)(B(O)). 
We also have 
by Lemma 4.5, whence F(C’B’)(8(h,_i))=FC’(ht_i) VA,_,EA,, forcing 
F(C+e+) =FCf 0 e+ by Lemma 4.14. F is therefore NCompat VBE T2. 
(3) (b) j (a). Let 8e q \ T, and let a E IO,1 [ be as described in the definition of 
T3, and let I?,_~= max(Spl(C) n [0, a]) noting that j>O. Then &= {/I_~ E Spl(C): 
h;rh,_j}. By Lemma 4.14, 
and 
C+8+8(h,_i)=C+(h,_i) tlh,_,~A,,c. 
We apply (Bs) to C’ and C+ t!P for each i = 1 , . . . ,j and use Lemma 4.5 to conclude 
F(c+e+)(e(h,_j))=Fc+(h,_j) v , ,~~~,, 
and hence F(CS 0’) = FC’ 0 8+ by Lemma 4.14, making F NCompat t/8 E T, . 
(4) (b) 3 (a). Let BE T4 \ T, and let a E IO, I[ be as in the definition of T4, 
hj=max{h ESPI(C): d(h)< 11. Then 
A ~,c={hiESpl(C): i=O ,..., j or i=f}. 
By Lemma 4.14, 
Spl(C+B+)={f?(h,): i=O,...,j or i=t), 
and 
C+8+8(hi)=Ct(hj) for i=O, . . ..j or i=r. 
We apply (B4) to C+P and Ct for each i= 0, . . . ,j, and use Lemma 4.5 to 
conclude 
F(C+8+)(0(h,))=FC+(hi) for i=O,...,j or i=t, 
hence F(C+ 8+) = FC’ 0 ~9’ making F NCompat t/l3 E T4. 
(5) (b)+(a). Let 0~T,\7’,. Notice that OEA~,~ else 0=0(0)=0(h,)*/3’(0)= 
B+f?(O)zh,>O contrary to f3~T,. Notice also that h,_l EA~,~ else 0(h,_,) = 
d(h,) = 1 contrary to 0 E Ts. Now by Lemma 4.14 
and 
Spl(C+B+)= {0(h): h EA& 
C+tY+B(h)=C+(h) VhEAB,C. 
In particular C’f3’(0)=Cf(O) and CC8f(8(h,~,))=C’(h,_l) so we may apply 
(B,) to C+ and C+P for each h E A,, \ (l} and may apply Lemma 4.5 to the case 
h=l to find that F(C+d+)(d(h))=FC+(h) VhEAac whence, by Lemma 4.14, 
F(C+d+)=FC+ od+ making F NCompat V8 E T5. 
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(6) (b) 3 (a). Let 0~ T,. Notice that 19(/z_,)< 1 =13(l) so that A,_, gAac. By 
Lemma 4.14, 
Spl(C+e+)={e(h): h&4,,,} and C’O’O(h)=Ct(h) VhEA,,.. 
Hence we may apply (B6) to C+Bf and C’ for each h E A, c \ {l} and may apply 
Lemma 4.5 to the case h = 1 to conclude that F(CfBf)(8(h)) =FC+(h) Vh EA~,~ 
whence, by Lemma 4.14, F(C’e+) =FCf 0 8’ making F NCompat Vf?E T,. 
(7) (b) s (a). Let t9e T,. Note that 8(h,)>O so that OEA,,,. By Lemma 4.14, 
Spl(C+te+)={B(h): heA,,} and C+d+d(h)=C+(h) VhEAs,c. 
Thus we may apply (B,) to C’P and C’ for each h EA~,~ to obtain 
F(C+e+)(d(h))=FC+(h) VhgA,,, whence, by Lemma 4.14, F(C’e+) = FC+ 0 8+ 
making F NCompat ‘de E T, . 
(8) (b) j (a). Let BE T,. Then by Lemma 4.14, 
Spl(C+B+)={8(h): hEA,,} and C+e+d(h)=C+(h) VheAe,.. 
We apply (Bs) to C+B+ and C+ for each h EA,,, to find that F(C+G’)(e(h))= 
FC+(h) Vh eAac. Hence, by Lemma 4.14, F(C+B’) =FC’ 0 Bf and F is 
NCompat VB E T,. 
(9) (b) 3 (a). Let 0c Ts \ T,. Then AO,C= (0, l}. By Lemma 4.14, 
spi(c+e+)= (41) and C’f?‘(O) = C’(0). 
We apply (B,) to CtQf and C+ to find F(C+d+)(O) = FC+(O), and we apply Lem- 
ma 4.5 to find F(C+Q+)(l) =FC’(l). Thus by Lemma 4.14 we have 
F(C+B+)=FC+ oB+ and r’ is NCompat t/BE Ts. 
(10) (b) a (a). F is NCompat Vf3e T, U T, by part (9) (b) = (a) and (2) (b) a (a) 
of this theorem. 
(11) (b) j (a). F is NCompat VBE Ts U T, by parts (9) (b) a (a) and (5) (b) =. (a) 
of this theorem. 0 
5. The closed classes of LME NCluster methods 
In this section we plan to identify the subsets of T, which contain T, and are 
closed under our Galois connection, and also which subsets of LME NCluster 
methods are closed. 
We first show that the set {T: i= 1, . . . , 11) includes all possible closed subsets of 
T, containing T,. We then show which of these 7; actually are closed, depending on 
the height, h(M), of the poset M. 
Note 5.1. It is easy to see that BE Ts \ TI must satisfy exactly one of the following 
sets of conditions: 
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(9 {(Cdl, 
(ii) {(CL (C2h (C3)1, 
(iii) {(C;>, (C2), CC;)>, 
(iv) {(C;>, (Cl), C3h G)l, 
(v) {G,, G>Y (C,), Gh G)lY 
64 {(CL G), K3), G), <W>, 
(vii) {<CL (CA Gh Gh (Cdl, 
(viii) (<C;>, (Cl>, G), KG), CG>>, 
(ix) {(CL G), G), (CL G>19 
(x) UC;>, (W (WV G>, <G>>. 
Lemma 5.2. Each 9 E T8 \ Tl satisfies exactly one of the following sets of con- 
ditions: 
(9 {G>>, 
00 {(C2), (C3)1, 
(iii) {(CA (C2), CC;>>, 
04 {(C3), G>19 
(VI {(C,), Gh G)lY 
(4 {(CL (C3), Gh <G>>, 
(vii) {G>, (Cd, G)l, 
(viii) {G>, G), CG>>, 
(ix) {P-S>, Gh G)l, 
6) {<G>, (WY G), WI. 
Proof. Each set here is equivalent o the corresponding set in Note 5.1 by Lemma 
4.9. 0 
We now define four maps which will aid the proof of Lemma 5.6. 
Definition 5.3. Let 19~, e2, e3, 9, be defined as follows: 
(i) e,ETg\ T,; 
if x=0, 
(ii) if O<x5#, 
if +5x; 
(iii) e3 (x) = 
{ 
0, if x5+, 
2x-1, if +5x; 
(iv) e4 (x) = 
i 
1, if 35x5 1, 
2x, if +rx, 
x, if x21. 
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Note 5.4. It is easy to verify that 
(i) or E Ts \ q, 
(3 6 E T, \ T, 
(iii) 13s E Tj \ T, , 
(iv) 0, E T4 \ T, 
(v) 03d4 satisfies (C,) and (C;), 
(vi) 0203 satisfies (C,), (Ci) and (C,), 
(vii) 0204 satisfies (C;), (C;), (C;) and (C;), 
(viii) B,& satisfies (C,) and (C,). 
Lemma 5.5. Let T=@(T) where TI c T~z Ts. Then 
(i) T,UT,cTtiTscT, 
(ii) T2UT3cT=T6cT, 
(iii) T2UT4~T=T7cT, 
(iv) T,UT,cT=TscT. 
Proof. (i) follows from the proof of Theorem l(8) (c) * (b) * (a). The others follow 
from Note 5.2, Note 5.4 and Theorem 1. 0 
Lemma 5.6 will show that none of the q contain a maximal closed subset. This 
leads to the conclusion (Lemma 5.7) that the q are themselves closed. 
Lemma5.6. Let T=@(T) with T,cTcTs. Suppose7;CTforsorneiE{l,...,ll}. 
Then TcqcTfor some jE{l,...,ll}. 
Proof. We examine each i separately. 
(i= 1) Let BE T\ T,. Then by Lemma 5.2 and Theorem 3, P(T) rP( Tj) for 
some je (2, . . . . 9}. Hence T=c$(T)2a~(~)> Tj>T,. 
(i = 2) Let 0 E T \ T2. Then 0 must satisfy a set of conditions in Lemma 5.2 other 
than (viii) by Lemma 4.11. Hence, by Theorem 1, P(T) cp(Tj) for some 
jE{3,..., 9}. So by Note 4.2, T> T, or Ts T3 or T> T,. That is, using Lemma 5.5, 
T> T,> T2 or Ts T6> T2 or Ts T,,> T2. 
(i = 3) Let 8 E T \ TJ. Then 0 must satisfy a set of conditions in Lemma 5.2 other 
than (iv). Hence p(T) c B(q) for some j E {2,4,5,6,7,8,9} by Theorem 1. So by 
Note 4.2, Ts T2U T3 or Ta T,U TJ forcing T2 T6> T, or T> Ts> T, by Lemma 
5.5. 
(i= 4) Let BE T\ T4. Then 6’ satisfies one of the sets of conditions in Lemma 5.2 
other than (i) and (ix) by Lemma 4.12. Hence /3(T) c /3(Ti) for some je 
{2,3,5,6,7,8},sothat TaT2UTqorTaT3UT4.ThusTaT7>T40rTaT8>T4by 
Lemma 5.5. 
(i= 5) Let BE T\ T,. Then 8 satisfies one of the sets of conditions in Lemma 5.2 
other than (vii) and (viii). Hence fi( T) c p( Tj) for some j E { 3,4,6,7,8,9>, so that 
TIT~UT,ST,UT, or T>T9UT5>T9UT,. Thus T>T,>T, or T>T,,>T5 by 
Lemma 5.5. 
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(i = 6) Let 6’ E T\ T6. Then 0 satisfies one of the sets of conditions in Lemma 5.2 
numbered (i), (ii), (iii), (vi), (ix) or (x), since 6’ must satisfy (C;). Hence 
P(T)cp(q) for somejE{4,7,8,9} so that T> T,U T,> TsU T, forcing T> T,>T, 
by Lemma 5.5. 
(i = 7) Let B E T \ T, . Then 0 satisfies one of the sets of conditions in Lemma 5.2 
numbered (ii), (iv), (v) or (vi) since 6’ must satisfy (C,). Hence p(T) c/3(?) for 
somejE{3,6,8} sothat T>T,UTs2T,UT,forcingTaTs>T,byLemma5.5. 
(i = 8) By Theorem 1, p(T) c /3( T,) whence T2 T, so that, by Note 4.2, this case 
is vacuous. 
(i = 9) Let 0 E T\ TV. Then 0 must satisfy (C;) so that by Lemma 5.2 and 
Theorem 1 we have /I(T) c p( rj) for some j E {2,3,4,5,6,7,8}. Hence T> T, or 
T> T,U T9 or TS T, U T,, forcing T> T,> T, or T> T,,> T9 or T> T,> T9 by Lem- 
ma 5.5. 
(i= 10) Let 0E T\ T,,. Then 8 must satisfy one of the conditions in Lemma 5.2 
other than (i) and (viii). Hence p(T) c p( rj) for some j E (3,4,5,6,7, S}, Hence 
T2 T4 U T,, or TS T, U T,, or T2 T3 U T,,, forcing T 2 T, > T,, or T 2 T, , > T,, or 
T> T,> T,, by Lemma 5.5. 
(i = 11) Let 8 E T \ T,, . Then t9 must satisfy one of the conditions in Lemma 5.2 
other than (i), (vii) and (viii). Hence /3(T) c /3( Tj) for some j E { 3,4,6,7,8}. Hence 
T> T,U T,, or T> T,U T,,, forcing TS T,>T,, or T> T,>T,, by Lemma 5.5. 0 
Since there are finitely many T,, it immediately follows from Lemma 5.6 that the 
7; are the only possible closed subsets of T, containing T,. That is, 
Lemma 5.7. If T, c Tc T, with T=@(T), then T= 7; for some j= 1, . . . , 11. 
Note 5.8. From Lemma 2.10 it is clear that given a sequence 0 = h,< ... <h, = 1 in 
fR+ and a sequence x,<...<x,=l, in M, 3!c~NRes(M, m’) with Spl(C)= 
{h 0, . . . . h,} and C’(hi)=X;, i=O ,..., t. 
To see which subsets of @N are closed, we consider the images of the Ti under 
p. We need only see which of these images are distinct. We now define six members 
of &,, which will serve to distinguish between the p(T). 
Definition 5.9. Define ~i~~~, i= 1, . . . ,6, as follows: 
For each CE NRes(A4, R+) with Spl(C) = (0 = h,< I.. <h, = 1) let e(C) be that ele- 
ment of NRes(M, R’) such that 
(1) Spl(&C)={O,l}, F,C+(O)=C+(h,_,), FrC+(l)=l,; 
(2) Spl(&C)={O, l}, F,c+(o)=c+(o), &c+(l)= 1M; 
(3) if Spl(C) = (0, l}, then &C= C, otherwise Spl@C) = (0, h,, l}, F3C+(0) = 
C+(O), F3C+(h,)=C+(hr_,), &C+(l)= 1,; 
(4) Spl(FJ)={O,h,, 11, F&+(O)=C+(O), F,C+(h,)=C+(h,), F&‘+(l)= 1,; 
Classification 
(5) if Spl(C)={O,l}, then F5C=C, otherwise Spl(~~C)=(0,h,~2,hr_1,1}, 
F,C+(h)=C+(h) VhE(O,h,_~,hl-r,l}; 
(6) if Spl(C) = (0, l} then &C= C, otherwise Spl(F&) = (0, h,_ 1, l}, F&+(O) = 
C’(h,_,), F&+(h,_r)=C+(h,_,), F&+(1)=1,. 
satisfies (B,) and (B6), but if h(M)r 3, not (B,); 
(2) F” satisfies (Bt) and (B,), but if h(M) 2 3, not (B3); 
(3) F’ satisfies (B,), (B,), and (B,), but if h(M) 2 4, not (B4); 
(4) F4 satisfies (B,) and (B4), but if h(M) 2 4, not (B,); 
(5) F5 satisfies (B,), (B,) and (B2), but if h(M)r 5, not (B,); 
(6) & satisfies (B,) and (B3), but if h(M)r4, not (B6). 
Proof. 
(1) F, clearly satisfies (B,) and (B6), but if h(M) 2 3, we can pick C,DE 
NRes(M, I?‘) with Spl(C) = (93, l}, Spl(D) = (0, l> and C’(0) =0’(O). Then 
FIG’+(O) = C’(+)>C’(O) =0’(O) =F,D+(O) contrary to (B,). 
(2) F; clearly satisfies (B,) and (B,), but if h(M)z 3, we can pick C, DE 
NRes(M, I?‘) with Spl(C) = {O,+, l}, Spl(D) = (0, l} and C’(3) = D’(0). Then 
F&Y+(+) = C’(O)< C’(3) = D’(0) = FzD+(0) contrary to (B3). 
(3) F’ clearly satisfies (B,), (Bg) and (B,), but if h(M)24, we can pick 
C, DE NRes(M, fR’) with Spl(C) = (0, i,+, l}, Spl(D) = {0, f, l}, C’(0) =0’(O) and 
C’(+) = D’(j). Then F3C+($) = C’(+) > C’(i) = D’(i) = FD’(f) contrary to (BJ. 
(4) FJ clearly satisfies (B,) and (B4) but, if h(M)r4, we can pick C, DE 
NRes(A4, fR+) with Spl(C)= {O,+,f, I}, Spl(D)= {O,+, l}, C’(O)=D+(O) and 
C’(3) = D’(3). Then F4C’(+) = C’(i)< C’(3) = D’(3) = FD’(+) contrary to (B2). 
(5) F5 clearly satisfies (B,), (Bs) and (B2), but if h(M)r5, we can pick 
C,DENRes(M,iR+) with Spl(C)={O,+,+,+,l}, Spl(D)={O,+,$,l), C’(O)=D+(O), 
C’(a) = D’(i), and C’(+) = D’($). Then F&+(i) = C’(O)< C’(a) = D’(t) = 
F,D+(+) contrary to (B,). 
(6) & clearly satisfies (B,) and (Bs), but if h(M) 24, we can pick C, DE 
NRes(A4, LP’) with Spl(C) = (0, f, +, l}, Spl(D) = (0, +, l}, C’(3) = D’(+) and 
C’(0) = D’(0). Then F6Ct(0) = C’(+)> C’(0) = D’(0) = F@+(O) contrary to 
(B6). 0 
We now determine which of the p( 7;) will collapse: 
Lemma 5.11. 
(1) VNW54, then P(T,)=P(T,) and~(T,,)=~(7’~,). 
(2) IfWW53, thenP(T,)=p(T4)=P(~o)=P(r~1)=P(T7)andp(T,)=p(T,)= 
P(G) and P(T,)=P(T,). 
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Proof. 
(1) Let FEP(T~) and let C, D, i andj be as described in the hypothesis of (B,). 
By Theorem 1, F satisfies (B,) and (B2). If ic (0, t- 1, t}, then the conclusion of 
(B,) follows from (B2) or Lemma 4.5. Otherwise, since h(M) 14, C has at most 
four splitting levels. Whence Spl(C) = (0 = h,< hi < hz < h3 = 1) and i = 1, forcing 
Spl(D)={O=k,<k,<k,<k,=l} and j=2 and C(h,)=D(k,) Vn~{O,1,2,3}. 
Thus the conclusion of (B,) follows from (Be). Thus FEP(T~) by Theorem 1, and 
we have p(T2) =p(r,). Note also that this shows that 
FE/~(TJ r) F satisfies (B,), (B2) and (BJ 
3 F satisfies (B,), (B,) and (B,) 
* ~‘EP(T,cJ 
whence P(TIo)=P(TII). 
(2) In light of Lemma 4.2, we need only show that j3(T9) up, p( r,) cp(T,) 
and P(G)cP(G). 
First note that if C and D are as described in the hypothesis of (B,) then, since 
C and D have at most three splitting levels, the hypothesis of (B,) is satisfied. But 
FE/~( Ti) j F satisfies (B,) and (B,), forcing the conclusion of (B,) to be satisfied. 
Hence P(T,) c_P(7”>. 
Next let C, D, h and k be as described in the hypothesis of (B7), and let 
FEP( r,). Then, by Theorem 1, F satisfies (B,), (B,) and (B,). Thus, if h =0, then 
k=O and the conclusion of (B,) follows from (B,), and if h = 1, then k= 1 and the 
conclusion of (B7) follows from Lemma 4.5, and if h $ (0, l}, then (B,) applies and 
(B,) is satisfied. Hence p( Ts) c /I( 7”). 
Finally, since we have shown /3( 7’,) =p( 7’,) whence p( Ts) c p( Ti) =/?( rs) G 
j3(T2) and a/?(T,)2T,UT,, we have by Lemma 5.5, aj3(T3)2T6. Thus 
P(q) cP(r,). q 
Lemma 5.12. Suppose h(M) = 2. Then /3( Tl) =/3( T,). 
Proof. Again we need only show /I( T,) c p( T,), so let C, D, h and k be as describ- 
ed in the hypothesis of (Bs) and let FEP(T~). Then F satisfies (B,) and (B,) by 
Theorem 1. If h = 1, then k= 1 and (Bs) is satisfied by Lemma 4.5. Otherwise h = 0 
and k=O so (B,) applies and (Bs) is satisfied. Thus /3(T,) ~fi(T*) by Theorem 
1. 0 
We are now ready to present Theorem 2. Taken with Theorem 1, it serves to com- 
pletely characterize the Galois-closed sets of LME NCluster methods in terms of 
NCompatibility. 
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Theorem 2. Under the Galois connection (a,p) defined in Definition 3.8, 
(i) if h(M) =2, then there is exactly one closed subset of T, containing T,, 
namely T, ; 
(ii) if h(M) = 3, then there are exactly four closed subsets of T, containing T, , 
namely T, , T6, T, and T,; 
(iii) if h(M) = 4, then there are exactly nine closed subsets of T, containing T,, 
namely T,, T3, T4, C, G, T7, G, T9 and T,,; 
(iv) if h(M) = 5, then there are exactly eleven closed subsets of T, containing T, , 
namely 7;:, i=l,..., 11. 
Proof. 
(i) Follows from Lemma 5.12. 
(ii) Let T,cTcTswith T=ab(T). Then T=Tfor someiE{5,6,7,8} by Lem- 
mas 5.7 and 5.11. Clearly T, is closed. Next note that & E fi( T7) but Pz $ /3( T,) by 
Lemma 5.10 and Theorem 1. Hence T, L a/?( T,) C Ts forcing T7 = ab( T7) by Lem- 
ma 5.7 and Note 4.2. Similarly, PI EP( T6) \/3(T,) forces T, c_ ab(Te)C T8 which 
forces Te = a/?( Te). Finally, we have 
T,=T,fl T,=ap(T6)nap(T,)=ap(Ten T7)=a/I(T,). 
(iii) Let T, c TC Ts with T= a/?(T). Then T= 7; for some i E { 1,3,4,5,6,7,8,9, 1 l} 
by Lemmas 5.7 and 5.11. We already have Ts , Te, T,, T, closed by the proof of (ii). 
Now note that &;E/I(T~~) but &$j3(T4)>p(T7) by Lemma 5.10 and Theorem 1. 
Hence T,, ~a/3(T,,)cap(T,)=T, forcing T,, =a/3(TI,) by Lemma 5.7 and Note 4.2. 
Similarly f?d E/?( T,) but Fb~jI(T2) >/3( T,). Hence T, c a/3(T4)ca/?( T,) = T, forc- 
ing T4=ajI(Tq). 
And similarly F6 E /3( Tj) but P6 I$@( T,). Hence TX c aP( T3) c ab( T6) = T, forcing 
G=@(G). 
We also have 
and 
(iv) In light of Lemmas 5.7 and the proofs of (i)-(iii) above, we need only show 
T,=aP(T,) and T,,=afi(T,,). Note that &EP(T,,) but Fs’seP(T,)aP(T,,) by 
Lemma 5.10 and Theorem 1. Hence T,,Ca~(T,,)ca~(T,,)= T,, forcing T,,= 
ab(TIO) by Lemma 5.7 and Note 4.2. Then we also have 
T2=Tsn T,,=a~(T,)nap(T,,)=a~(T,n T,,)=a/?(T,). 0 
Note 5.13. The Galois-closed sets for cases h(M) =3 and h(M) =4 are shown in 
Fig. 3. 
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6. Interpretation of these results in terms of the Janowitz model 
As in [2] we now return to a concrete frame of reference to interpret our results. 
In this model, we assume that we are given a finite set, P, of objects to be 
classified, and that P is equipped with a dissimilarity coefficient. A dissimilarity 
coefficient (DC) is a map d : P x P-t IR+ which satisfies 
(1) d(x,y)=d(y,x) VX,Y EP, 
(2) d(x,x)=O VXE P. 
A numerically stratified clustering (NSC) is a map, f, from IR to .Z, the set of all sym- 
metric reflexive relations on P, satisfying 
(1) h<k*f(h)Zf(k), 
(2) 3 h for which f(h) = P x P, 
(3) for each h E F?, 36>0 such that f(h) =f(h + 6). 
Note that an NSC can be thought of as a series of nested symmetric reflexive rela- 
tions (produced as its argument varies from 0 to a~). 
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A cluster method is simply a map from the set of DCs on P to the set of NSCs 
on P. The given DC is assumed to be a measure of the differences between pairs 
of objects in P while the NSC produced is viewed as a series of nested relations 
which reflect natural groupings, due to likeness, amongst the elements of P. These 
nested relations are called the splitting relations of the NSC. 
The set { h:f(x) <f(h) tlx< h} is called the set of splitting levels of the NSC f. It 
is often natural, but not required, that this set be a subset of the image of PX P 
under the given DC. 
In our model, we replace C with M and N, arbitrary posets with 1. 
Janowitz has shown, in [4], that there is a natural l-l correspondence between 
the set of DCs on P and the set of NSCs on P, and that there is another l-l cor- 
respondence between the set of NSCs on P and Res(Z, IR’). This is the basis for 
Definition 2.6, and the entire order theoretic model. 
It follows from Lemma 2.8 that CE Res(M, IR+) is completely determined by its 
sequence of splitting levels and the corresponding splitting relations. Given a cluster 
method P, then, PC should also be determined by the sequence of splitting levels 
of C and the corresponding splitting relations. In [2] and in this paper we asked: 
“How much of this information about C is actually used to determine iZ?” The 
answer is in the classifications provided by [2] for Monotone Equivariant Cluster 
methods, and in Theorem 1 for Lower Monotone Equivariant NCluster methods. 
We showed in [2] that FE@ can build FC from C in any of five ways. Two of 
them are as follows: (1) by making each splitting relation of l? depend only on the 
corresponding splitting relation of C (i.e., a flat method), (2) by making each split- 
ting relation of PC depend only on the corresponding splitting relation of C and 
those splitting relations which correspond to C’s higher splitting levels (i.e., a 
divisive method). 
Both of these approaches are well known. But a third very common one did not 
appear-the agglomerative approach. In an agglomerative method, the splitting 
relation of FC at a particular splitting level is formed by merging classes from the 
splitting relation of FC at the next lower splitting level. That is, the output relation 
at a particular level depends on the input relation at that level and the input relations 
at lower levels. It was the disturbing absence of this class of methods which 
prompted the work presented in this paper. 
If we consider only NCluster methods, we discover a remarkable change in the 
closed classes. There are generally eleven closed classes of LME methods, as shown 
in Theorems 1 and 2. Five of them (LME, LF, LD, LODIV, and LINF) correspond 
to the five classes of ME methods established in [2]. Among the six remaining classes 
is the class of LA methods-the missing agglomerative class. 
It should be understood that two NCluster methods from the same closed class 
are “equivalent” only in that they respect a certain set of restraints on how much 
information about an input CE Res(Z, iRf) may be used to determine the output 
FCE Res(Z’, IR’); there is no restriction on how to use this information other than 
(B,)-that the numeric values of the splitting levels of C may not be used to deter- 
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mine the splitting relations of FC. Thus each closed class of cluster methods will 
contain a wide variety of methods. 
For example, many graph-theoretic methods based on connectivity properties (see 
[8]) will be lower flat since the output relation at any given splitting level depends 
only on the threshold graph (i.e., input splitting relation) at that level. Single linkage 
clustering is such a method, and is lower flat. 
There are many possible reasons for choosing a method from one of the classes 
which has restrictions on how much information about C may be used in the deter- 
mination of PC. One such reason is error containment as discussed in [2]. As 
another consideration, suppose that it has been determined that the distribution (for 
all objects in the population from which the object set to be clustered is only a sam- 
ple) of the values of the DC in use is a normal distribution with mean 0.20 and stan- 
dard deviation 0.05. In such a case the observed DC values would be expected to 
fall very close to 0.20 just by chance alone. Thus if objects A and B have dissimilari- 
ty 0.15, we have to wonder if this is an indication that the objects are actually quite 
similar or if they are actually of “average” similarity and the lower DC value just 
a chance fluctuation. Since most of the DC values will lie close to the mean, and 
chance variations can easily change the ordinal values of these “splitting levels”, we 
may be taking a chance if we make our clustering heavily dependent on these levels. 
(Note that by (Be) only the ordinal values of the splitting levels may be used, not 
the numerical values of the splitting levels, when determining the output clustering). 
In such a case, perhaps an LF method would be wise. But suppose further that 
among the observed dissimilarities are several very high values, perhaps 0.45, 0.50, 
and 0.60. We would then need to decide if the “abnormal” values are due to errors 
in measurement, or if they reflect very real dissimilarities. If we are convinced that 
the values are accurate, we must conclude that they are significant (we are still 
assuming the Normal distribution described above). Would it not be wise to use this 
information throughout the determination of all splitting relations of the output 
clustering? So rather than an LF method, perhaps we should select an LD or LSUP 
method-the LSUP method will allow all output splitting relations to depend, in 
part, on the input relation at the next-to-highest splitting level, and the LD method 
will allow each output splitting relation to depend on all of the input relations at 
higher levels. 
It would seem reasonable to conclude that the choice of an NCluster method type 
should depend in part on the DC selected, the researcher’s confidence in the DC 
values, and both the observed and expected distribution of DC values. 
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